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Women are naturally RP
June 5, 2015 | 11 upvotes | by theultmatecad

The reason this sub is hated by feminists and white knights and SJWs is that we illuminate the truth. The
truth is that a man's desire to be loved as HE loves (selfless and loyal) can leave him vulnerable to being
manipulated.
Women are naturally Machiavellian. They instinctively don't want you to "change" when change means
you may require something in return for your resources: Your time, your emotional stability, your
financial resources.
Life is different (hint...its far better!) when you realize that your woman values your production and your
ability to generate tingles. She doesn't love you for yourself. No one does. You are a disposable man. All
your value comes from within.
If you doubt me, then read the top 100 posts on TRP. Soon you too will be wearing corrective glasses
manufactured by Morpheus himself
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Comments

dandar4600 • 10 points • 5 June, 2015 12:24 PM 

I disagree. Women naturally operate with abundance mentality. That's only one characteristic of an alpha. The
problem is when you make an alpha out of yourself, replacing you becomes a very difficult task. You take away
the abundance mentality and what's left is just a girl with her insecurities.

In MRP you balance those insecurities with a mix of alpha and beta to have a stable LTR where she keeps on
fucking you. In TRP you use those insecurities to make her into a plate and fuck multiple women. That's the
difference between the two subs. So while we're both operating from similar principle we have two different end
goals and that's why TRP refuses to link to or acknowledge MRP. MRP is too blue in TRP's view.

[deleted] • 7 points • 5 June, 2015 01:55 PM 

MRP is too blue in TRP's view.

Which is exactly why I find such immense value in MRP and very little value in TRP.

BluepillProfessor • 2 points • 6 June, 2015 12:28 AM 

Mrp IS trp and vice versa. Trp is a sexual strategy for men and Mrp is sexual strategy for men in
marriages. Same playbook, harder game. If anything Mrp moderation is harder and more red pill than the
red pill and the guys who post are often older and usually wiser.

Granted Mrp doesn't have many playahs or wannabe plate spinner pretend alphas so the dialogue is tamer
and more accepting of women- most of us love a woman, marriage and all so that is the big difference

[deleted] • 0 points • 6 June, 2015 12:52 AM* 

Agreed. So many new men hamster away the truths of the redpill because it hurts. They invent fairy
tales of MRP being "different".

It's not. Rollo posts on both amiright? Your wife once had peak SMV and lusted for alphas. She is
submissive by nature and despises any and all supplication know matter how much she claims to
want it.

You get sick or lose your job and you are close to being dropped like a bad habit

[deleted] • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 03:42 PM 

You likely dont enjoy the painful parts of unplugging

[deleted] • 2 points • 5 June, 2015 03:54 PM 

I don't think so. I'm curious what parts you think I don't enjoy?

I'm a skeptic by nature and I question a lot. I'm not going to just take someones word that something
is true.

There are many, many parts of RP that resonate very strongly with me. There are other parts that I am
highly skeptical about. I do believe that some RP philosophies don't work well in a married situation.
I could see hypergamy and branch swinging driving a man insane if he let it. While there are
absolutely no guarantees in life, and I'm not foolish enough to believe my wife would never cheat on
me, I'm not willing to expend energy worrying about it when she hasn't given me any indication that
she would.
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I'm still very new to RP and still learning. Plus, the fact that my wife is basically a unicorn (I know, I
know) and implementing a lot of RP would fuck up an already good thing, I don't have a lot of room
to put the theory into practice.

Where I have truly taken RP to heart is in self improvement. I'm more productive, I'm leading the
family, I'm destroying covert contracts, I'm working out, I'm not letting shitty situations affect my
mood and I'm initiating sex FAR more and implementing SGM.

Just last night my wife commented that when I'm productive, it makes her more want to be more
productive. I didn't realize that my lazy days were just signaling to her that it's okay to be lazy and
that she would follow my lead.

I still have a long ways to go and I'm learning more every day.

[deleted] • 2 points • 5 June, 2015 07:33 PM 

Hypergamy and branch swinging wont drive you insane when you accept them as true. You
shouldnt worry about this because its out of your hands. You focus on what you can change...you.

Just like when neo learns that he can dodge bullets but wont need to

[deleted] • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 10:53 PM 

"Give me the strength to change what I can, the fortitude to accept what I can't, and the
wisdom to know which is which."

Trp is that wisdom. Mrp is that wisdom for a different goal. Even pua is wisdom for yet
another goal. The big thing that ties the first two together is self improvement. The thing that
ties all three together is acceptance of the way things actually are.

[deleted] • 0 points • 6 June, 2015 12:48 AM 

They also all share the idea that Men and womyns are very different and pursue different
mating strategies.

mrpCamper • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 05:01 PM 

Just last night my wife commented that when I'm productive, it makes her more want to be
more productive. I didn't realize that my lazy days were just signaling to her that it's okay to
be lazy and that she would follow my lead.

This is a great point. Formerly, my wife had said that she thought we didn't get enough done. I
assumed that meant she was taking 50% of the responsibility for this. NOW, I know that it is my
issue to make the family more productive. It sucks that it is now 100% my responsibility to do all
this shit but it's great to know that it is my responsibility and that I can control that. My getting
shit done will improve the situation and lead to more sex. Who knew, right?

trphardmode • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 07:29 PM 

I'm still very new to RP and still learning. Plus, the fact that my wife is basically a unicorn (I
know, I know) and implementing a lot of RP would fuck up an already good thing, I don't
have a lot of room to put the theory into practice.

She's not a unicorn if she can't understand the validity of RP concepts. You think that if your wife
knew the truth about your inner beliefs, she would think you are evil and become less attracted to
you. At your core, that creates an insecurity and makes you less effective and less confident.
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Women in large are attracted to a man who understands the world and is ready for every
challenge. Are you worried that she won't understand the world, or that she will but you aren't
ready for every challenge?

[deleted] • 1 point • 5 June, 2015 08:22 PM 

I've discussed RP concepts with her without bringing up RP specifically. She agrees with all
of them.

Nicolay77 • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 07:46 PM 

A big part of RP is doing what you actually believe and filter the bullshit. So you actually agree
with the strongest RP premises.

BluepillProfessor • 0 points • 6 June, 2015 01:54 AM 

implementing a lot of RP would fuck up an already good thing

If you have such a good thing why are you posting on MRP? Unicorns don't prompt guys to
google "Low Sex Marriage" or "Why won't my wife fuck me" much of the time.

You are correct that MRP is usually for troubled marriages. The usual advice is to Alpha up and
why would you do that- become more aloof, cooler, less invested in her emotional state and so
on- if all is well.

However, what you are missing is that MRP also consistently advises what some see as "Blue Pill
Advice" such as hug your wife, listen to her flow of emotions, and provide comfort.

Red Pill is about doing what is practical and correct. If your wife needs a hug and a kiss with a
warm I love you and you are not withdrawing your affection in response to her withdrawing her
affection then Red Pill is all about doing just that.

[deleted] • 0 points • 6 June, 2015 03:23 AM* 

Mostly because I'm finding so many areas where i can improve myself, irregardless of my
marriage. It's making me a happier person.

Oh and I found TRP browsing random reddits. I wasn't searching anything out.

BluepillProfessor • 1 point • 6 June, 2015 04:22 AM 

I have heard that a couple times. Interesting. Others (in already unicorn-ish marriages)
have talked about the goal orientation- always having another mountain to climb and such.
Others in that situation talk about using TPR theory to have better relationships at work,
and with other family members.

[deleted] • 1 point • 6 June, 2015 04:42 AM 

I like your perspective. It's challenging and frustrating. I think leadership and confidence
can be learned traits. I know that leadership and confidence are attractive traits.
Socializing and interacting with the opposite sex is also something that can be learned, as
well as generalizations about the psychology. But generalizations are generalizations and
stereotypes exist for a reason. Imo, red pill theory does a little bit of all of that.

Moldy_Gecko • 0 points • 6 June, 2015 12:29 PM 

She's not a unicorn. Even demons have horns. This is something I have been trying to get over as
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well. My wife has some unicorn traits but then I think about when we met and realize she used the
same tactics all women use. As well, she is still very much a consumer.

[deleted] • 1 point • 5 June, 2015 03:55 PM 

I agree with your assessment. But if dude can pick and choose and still make it work, and still
contribute positively to the subreddit, I have no problem with that. I personally haven't seen too much
male hamstering, though I'm seeing some.

strategos_autokrator • 3 points • 5 June, 2015 02:10 PM* 

For me, ultimately, the pill is accepting reality and using reality to gain our goals. Hypergamy, shit tests, all
that, it is reality. I also accept different men have different goals in life. MRP started from men that
discovered TRP while in marriage. You have already a lot going on in life, a lot of it very good, and maybe
spinning plates isn't what you want at the moment. So you learn about woman, and use it for your goals.

In a nutshell, the pill is the way to see reality. I respect men that accept this reality and then still pursue their
own goals. Be it LTRs, or MGTOW, or spinning plates. I respect each man for their goals in life. I see no
point in convincing MGTOW to change their view, nor I understand why TRP has so much resentment for
people that are already married when they find the pill.

The reason why MRP isn't linked in TRP is not what you say. It has to do more with stupid subreddit drama
from a long time ago. I'm not going to feed the drama by retelling the story, but it has to do more with
individuals offended by each other personally than about the color of the subreddit. TRP has an LTR tab, and
if you study it, you will see it the contents is along the same lines as MRP. However, if you look at the
discussions, MRP exists only because in TRP LTRs people still come to downvote others that focus on
discussing LTRs, so it hurts perfectly good threads for people with that goal in mind. I get that most of TRP
likes spinning plates. There is nothing wrong with that. But why downvote men that are married discussing
marriage? Too many people in TRP think as if others being married would hurt themselves in some way, as
if it was contagious or something. It is such a weak way to see the world. If they like plate spinning, why do
they feel they have to constantly justify themselves to the married men? Who cares?

BrunoOh • 1 point • 5 June, 2015 05:58 PM 

Women naturally operate with abundance mentality.

That's not how they perceive it. It is just as hard for a woman to get an alpha to commit as for a guy to have
sex with an attractive woman.

All those orbiters aren't options, they're thirsty betas catering to her every whim, while that sexy alpha
doesn't notice her. Likewise, a guy doesn't care how many fat chicks you throw at him.

[deleted] • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 03:41 PM 

Not clear to me what you diagree with. The fact that women already operate in a red pill mode for their
sexual strategy?

dandar4600 • 1 point • 5 June, 2015 03:58 PM 

I disagree that women are naturally red pill. They themselves believe what they are saying even if they
are acting differently.

[deleted] • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 07:20 PM 

As soon as she meets what she considers a more exciting alternative to you and gets with that guy it is
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all over. "We" is done. All commitments cancelled. You become nothing to her. She isnt loyal like a
man. She sure as shit isnt your friend.. get out of her way you loser.

Thats not red pill? Sure seems like a sexual strategy to me. And its color aint blue

dandar4600 • 1 point • 5 June, 2015 07:44 PM 

That's not red pill strategy, that's hypergamy. You're confusing the two.

Hypergamy is an innate behavior that's pretty much coded into the genes. The red pill for the most
part is a learned behavior and is not what you just wrote.

[deleted] • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 08:17 PM* 

Something told me you just wanted to bicker for the sake of it. Read the title. Natural = innate.

Hypergamy is a strategy (marrying up anyone?). Women know it naturally..or as you say
innate

dandar4600 • -1 points • 5 June, 2015 08:49 PM 

Maybe for the sake of a debate.

[deleted] • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 08:54 PM 

You are confusing basic jargon

Red pill is a sexual.strategy. alpha is a type of man with dominant attractive traits.

Men are not aware that women innately pursue a different strategy then their own.

mrp_it • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 05:33 PM 

Well said. I regularly read both TRP and MRP, but your point completely explains why MRP resonates with
me more.

jcrpta • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 07:42 PM 

I disagree. Women naturally operate with abundance mentality.

Largely because - with very few exceptions - women really do have sexual opportunities in abundance.
Much more so than most men.

This is why being a "nice guy" is such a turnoff. Women figure out in their teens that most of these "nice
guys" are only being nice to get laid; it doesn't take long for even the most stupid of women to figure out that
she can take full advantage of this without ever having to fuck such a man - after all, there's bound to be a
much more appealing man to have sex with just around the corner.

[deleted] • 1 point • 5 June, 2015 02:53 PM 

If it softens the blow...realize everyone is disposable/replaceable.

Except your kids/parents for the most part.

Risky_Clicks_NSFW • 1 point • 5 June, 2015 03:25 PM 

This brings up an interesting point, the biggest part of the Red Pill Journey is understanding and internalizing
that you are responsible for your life, your actions and your results. This is the hardest part for most who go on
this journey to accept. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE
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The Red Pill is a Risk Management tool set designed to weed out ANYONE who does not add value to YOUR
life, and not sharing your journey. It sets a bar, for you as man to engage the other sex and set and manage
expectations for the negotiations that happen in a relationship of any length. The whole point of this community
is to share our experiences and create a high tide that will lift all ships, and improve the experience of life for us
as a whole.

"If you build a better man, you will build a better society"

FrozenSoil • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 11:39 AM 

This was one of the hardest, and yet easiest lessons to learn.

[deleted] • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 07:11 PM 

My experience has been that many women GENUINELY feel over-the-top hollywood love for a man (if they
find the "right" one)... and really really want to hang on to that love for as long as they can.

Where a lot of men get surprised is that they do the tests and give you every opportunity to keep them in-love,
but the second they decide you're out... you are OUT. They just flip the switch and they are DONE with you.
Forget the past, forget the good times and all that mumbo jumbo. She gave you a chance (in the form of lots of
tests), and you failed. Sorry.

[deleted] • 2 points • 5 June, 2015 07:29 PM* 

I agree with you except for an important distinction. She feels over the top love not for the man but the way
he makes her feel.

She can unconditionally love her child, but not a man. At least not in the way he wants and expects to be
loved

dandar4600 • 0 points • 5 June, 2015 09:58 PM 

True.

DanG3 • 0 points • 6 June, 2015 01:24 AM* 

Conversely, if you are "so-fine," pass her tests and your actively demonstrated SMV is high, she may
try to "change" you, but she's comfortably "disappointed" if you don't change. Or, if you are betafied,
she's happy if you happen to end up to be the (Alpha) Man she married. (See "The Incredibles.").
TLTR: You can get away with a lot of shit if you're hawt.
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